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Abstract

Why do states use foreign policy tools inefficiently? Despite decades of research
and policy work, many aid donor states fragment their foreign aid budgets, inefficiently
splitting aid funding into many independent bureaucracies. The existing foreign aid lit-
erature, which largely considers states as unitary aid donors, is hard-pressed to explain
why states would knowingly undermine their own foreign policies. I argue that foreign
aid fragmentation arises from domestic distributive politics. While national leaders
may prize efficiency, many legislators prioritize particularistic side payments, which in-
cludes extracting funds for bureaucracies with pre-existing ties to their constituencies.
I test this theory using a novel bureaucracy-level dataset of foreign aid allocations.
I find that domestic institutions incentivizing personal over party-based campaigns,
which are known to invite particularism, increase foreign aid fragmentation. I also find
evidence that traditional aid agencies are less suited to providing particularistic goods
than non-traditional agencies with largely domestic agendas.
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1 Introduction

The foreign aid literature has made strides in understanding states’ use of aid tools for both

foreign policy (Dreher et al. 2018, Schneider and Tobin 2016, Stone 2004) and international

development (Bermeo 2018, Dietrich 2016, Heinrich 2013). However, despite the benefits of

foreign aid, many donor states use their aid funding suboptimally, fragmenting aid into many

independent bureaucracies rather than streamlining it to maximize control and efficiency

(Kilby 2011, Annen and Kosempel 2009, Knack and Rahman 2007). For example, the United

States currently provides dozens of domestic agencies with their own foreign aid tools, with

only 60% of foreign economic assistance routed through its primary aid agency, USAID. In

contrast, the Netherlands has minimized its own aid fragmentation and spends 95% of its

aid through its primary agency (OECD 2017, page 35). Why do countries knowingly mire

their aid budgets in bureaucracy? And why do some states do so more than others? Existing

work on donor motivations prioritizes states or their central leaders as the primary actors

in foreign aid. While useful for answering national-level questions, this angle provides little

enlightenment as to why some donors allocate aid inefficiently or why states would allocate

more to some of their bureaucracies than to others.

I argue that foreign aid reflects a rational calculus of sub-state actors attempting to

carry out diverse goals. Domestic distributive politics, and the institutions that elicit them,

create the conditions for bureaucratic fragmentation in foreign aid. Specifically, electoral

institutions that incentivize personal, over party-based, campaigning increase legislator de-

mands for particularistic side payments. These side payments can be direct, such as the

practice of earmarking or “tying” aid funds to the purchase of specific donor-state products

and services. Or they can be indirect, as when leaders divert funding to a specialized bu-

reaucracy with pre-existing ties to a domestic constituency. For example, a legislator with

a rural constituency may have existing ties with a state’s agricultural ministry. This rela-

tionship should lead the agricultural ministry to be pre-disposed to provide particularistic

goods to that rural district. Knowing this, legislators representing rural districts may favor
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aid funding that is diverted from the country’s primary aid delivery channel to the agricul-

tural ministry. Similarly, legislators representing manufacturing interests might prefer that

aid money be diverted to labor or commerce ministries instead of the state’s primary aid

delivery channel.

These pre-existing bureaucratic relationships allow all kinds of non-traditional aid agen-

cies, such as Austria’s Ministry of the Interior, Canada’s Finance Ministry, and France’s

Ministry of Labor, to serve as pre-packaged side-payment tools. When institutions promote

particularism, legislators have reason to demand funding for a diverse set of non-traditional

aid agencies, which are willing to provide particularistic goods. This will result in a frag-

mented aid bureaucracy.

To test this theory, I created a novel dataset of agency-level foreign aid expenditures,

coding various attributes of 191 foreign aid agencies in 30 developed democracies from 1975

to 2013. First, I find that states with voting institutions known to promote greater par-

ticularism—those in which politicians are likely to campaign on a personal rather than a

party platform—have more fragmented foreign aid budgets. Second, I find these institutions

are also associated with a more direct form of vote-buying: aid “tying,” or the practice of

requiring recipients to spend aid money on a donor’s own products and services. Finally, I

find systematic patterns in the particularistic tendencies of different types of bureaucracies

within a donor state. Non-traditional aid agencies, especially those with domestic agendas,

“tie” a higher proportion of their aid budgets than a state’s primary aid delivery agency.

This further explains why a legislator would prefer one bureaucracy over another. To my

knowledge, this is the first study considering bureaucracy-level variation in foreign aid spend-

ing at a global level, and I find that the allocations of bureaucracies within a country can

vary as much as the countries themselves.

This work contributes to the foreign aid literature on both the causes and consequences of

foreign aid. Research on the consequences of aid has increased its focus on the heterogeneity

of aid projects, considering which characteristics make aid more or less effective (e.g. Honig
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2018, Bermeo 2016, Dietrich 2013). However, scholarly work on donors’ motivations for

foreign aid often treats aid as a homogeneous instrument instead of considering this same

within-country heterogeneity (Bueno de Mesquita and Smith 2016, Alesina and Dollar 2000).

If domestic politics determine the effectiveness of foreign aid, then the diverse motivations

of domestic actors, like bureaucracies, need to be more closely considered. This work also

sheds light on the inefficiencies of aid fragmentation noted by both the academic (e.g. Kilby

2011, Annen and Kosempel 2009, Knack and Rahman 2007) and policy (e.g. OECD 2009,

Ford 2007) communities. Academic and policy work on aid effectiveness would benefit from

a better knowledge of the sources of ineffectiveness.

2 Theory of Vote-Buying and Aid Fragmentation

For years economists and policymakers have found negative correlations between foreign

aid’s fragmentation and its effectiveness.1 Recipients whose aid is broken up into a larger

number of small projects tend to exhibit worse outcomes than recipients with streamlined

aid. Similarly, aid donors who break up their aid implementation over many bureaucracies

impede their ability to deliver development and foreign policy goals. As a recent OECD

report (OECD 2009, page 30) summarizes:

“Nobody seriously questions the fact that fragmentation is causing massive inefficiencies;
there is, however, far less agreement on what needs to be done.”

Despite this relative consensus,2 the motivations behind the aid fragmentation phe-

nomenon, are poorly understood, making it difficult to suggest feasible solutions.3 As Fig-

1See, for example, Steinwand 2015, Oh and Kim 2014, Lundsgaarde 2013, Aldasoro and Thiele 2010, Frot
and Santiso 2010, Williamson 2010, Annen and Kosempel 2009, Djankov et al. 2009, Easterly and Pfutze
2008, Knack and Rahman 2007, Acharya et al. 2006, Barder 2005. For a consideration of the mechanisms,
see Kilby (2011) and Roodman (2006).

2For recent challenges to this view, see Gehring et al. (2017) and Gutting and Steinwand (2017).
3Acharya et al. (2006) distinguish between what they term “source proliferation” (fragmentation within

a recipient state) and “use proliferation” (fragmentation within a donor state). Some explanatory work has
begun focusing on the former (Pratt 2017, Steinwand 2015, Fuchs et al. 2015, Barthel et al. 2014), but no
studies to date have attempted a systematic explanation of the latter. See Lundsgaarde (2013), Williamson
(2010), Easterly and Pfutze (2008), Acharya et al. (2006), and Ferrière (2016) for more on the phenomenon
from a donor standpoint.
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Figure 1: Mean bureaucratic foreign aid fragmentation of European donors, 1975-2006.
Measured using a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of the budget share for individual aid
bureaucracies within the overall aid budget. Data from AidData.

ure 1 shows, fragmentation varies by country. What explains differences in states’ foreign

aid fragmentation?

The existing literature, with its heavy focus on state actors, offers little resolution to

this question. International relations scholars have yet to come to a consensus on the main

purpose of foreign aid. On one hand, much foreign aid research considers the development-

related intentions of donor states. Researchers point to evidence that left-leaning parties

are more likely to provide more foreign aid, similar to domestic welfare policies (Tingley

2010, Thérien and Noel 2000, Noël and Thérien 1995) and that foreign aid can often be

used for international development (Bermeo 2017, Meernik et al. 1998, Burnside and Dollar

1997, Maizels and Nissanke 1984). On the other hand, many political economists treat

aid as part of a cost-benefit calculus. They point to evidence that foreign aid increases in

recipient states that become more powerful in the global stage due to rising in the ranks of
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institutions (Dreher et al. 2018, Kuziemko and Werker 2006), or relevance to powerful states’

foreign policy goals (Findley 2018, Kisangani and Pickering 2015, Stone 2004, Alesina and

Dollar 2000). Both of these approaches tend to consider states or their central leaders to be

the units delivering foreign aid. As such, they do little to explain donors’ decisions to spend

their own aid funding inefficiently.

In contrast to these national-level approaches, recent work has begun considering the

domestic political implications of foreign aid policy (e.g. Arel-Bundock et al. 2015, Nunn

and Qian 2014, Fariss 2010, Milner and Tingley 2010). This work considers foreign aid as

similar to other domestic policies, with its own distributive implications (Milner and Tingley

2015, Zimmerman 1973). In this vein, I argue that foreign aid outcomes reflect a rational

calculus of sub-state actors attempting to carry out diverse goals. This theory draws from

literature on public goods provision and electoral institutions. Like the previous literature,

I argue that certain electoral rules invite particularistic tendencies within legislatures. I

go beyond the literature to show how these particularistic tendencies display themselves in

indirect ways.

2.1 Buying Domestic Support for Foreign Aid

Understanding the link between vote-buying and foreign aid fragmentation requires a con-

sideration of why donors pursue foreign aid in the first place. At first glance, foreign aid

may appear altruistic. However, aid policy can in fact serve an important role in a state’s

foreign policy agenda. In both peace4 and in war,5 foreign aid can provide leverage to a

donor government. An aid budget can therefore be a powerful tool for leaders in crafting

foreign policy. These benefits of foreign aid are generalized and compose a state’s national

interest, and many leaders want to craft a foreign aid policy that matches their national

strategies.

4Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2016), Arel-Bundock et al. (2015), Meernik et al. (1998), Schraeder et al.
(1998), Heinrich (2013), Dreher et al. (2018), Bermeo (2011), Dreher et al. (2008), Kuziemko and Werker
(2006)

5Kisangani and Pickering (2015), Findley (2018)
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However, foreign aid does not appeal to everyone in a donor state. Some oppose all

international engagement and will never support foreign aid. Others simply do not see

what’s in it for them. Foreign aid is notoriously lacking in a natural constituency, making it

unappetizing to many publics. Given public ambivalence, leaders who want to craft foreign

aid for foreign policy reasons have two options. First, they may use their power in the

domestic legislature to push a national foreign aid agenda. This can be tied to a party

platform and is a likely solution in states where parties are strong and unified. However,

some leaders must instead resort to another strategy to attract those who are on the fence

about foreign aid.

This second strategy is to buy support from legislators by offering perks within a foreign

aid budget. Such a solution allows weaker leaders to promote their foreign policy agenda

in the face of ambivalence, similarly to how states build free trade coalitions (Naoi 2015).

Leaders who cannot easily control recalcitrant legislators face a trade-off: in order to craft

their preferred foreign aid policy, they must buy some votes. This often means sacrificing a

streamlined foreign aid portfolio in the interest of a larger aid budget.

2.2 Bureaucracies and Domestic Interests

I am not the first to suggest that foreign aid offers particularistic benefits.6 Less established

is the link between domestic interests and specific aid bureaucracies. Many aid bureaucracies

have straightforward connections with special interests. One example is development finance

institutions (DFIs), agencies that work directly with a donor’s private sector in delivering aid

projects in the form of loans. For example, Britain’s CDC often works with domestic private

equity firms to insure investments in developing markets. While this supports development

and foreign policy goals, it is also helpful to British firms that manage to secure these

investment deals. The CDC enjoys special approval from conservative members of Parliament

(MPs), who tend to support the private sector. Recently, conservative MP and Secretary of

6See work by Milner and Tingley (2010), Prather (2014), Powers et al. (2010), and Bermeo and Leblang
(2015) on some of the domestic trade-offs in foreign aid.
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State for International Development Penny Mordaunt praised the CDC as “a British success

story,” arguing that “compassion requires capital” (Home 2018). At the same time, she has

pushed for decreased public funding of Britain’s largest aid agency, DfID, in favor of greater

private investment, including through CDC. Her Labour-party counterpart has criticized

her plan for “[s]uggesting that poverty be turned into a profitable business” (Elgot 2019).

Both MPs support foreign aid, but they support starkly different bureaucratic channels

and interests. Most developed democracies have DFIs that work similarly. Export credit

agencies, which work with other domestic industries, such as manufacturing, are also common

and invite their own special interests (Moravcsik 1989).

Another common source of interest group pressure in foreign aid comes through food aid.

Agricultural ministries often control food aid budgets and have close ties to rural districts.

Food aid is often “tied” to the donor state’s agricultural industry and serves as a form of

agricultural subsidy. For example, Italy’s agricultural payments agency, AGEA, manages

Italian food aid. Much of this aid is delivered in-kind, buying directly from Italian farmers.

In the early 2000s, Italy was tying over 60% of its aid budget, much of it through AGEA

(OECD 2004). One reform proposal that sought to untie food aid never made it out of

the Chamber of Deputies (Viciani and Divinadio 2007). This represented a cleavage among

legislative supporters of foreign aid, some of whom sought development objectives while

others wished to promote Italian industries. As Carbonnier (2013) (page 1) explains, the

avoidance of discussion on domestic benefits of foreign aid “reflects the political sensitivity

of the issue in donor countries: both low and high return rates may weaken the domestic

coalition in favour of foreign aid.” Other domestic agencies that dabble in foreign aid, such

as ministries of labor, health, and energy, have their own pre-existing ties with powerful

interests.7

Specific legislator preferences are often best served through non-traditional agencies and

7Lundsgaarde (2012) (page 58) contrasts traditional aid agencies, in which development-minded NGOs
tend to exert power, against other bureaucratic players, which dilute NGO influence. For more on the ways
that special interests get “baked in” to bureaucracies, see McCubbins et al. (1987).
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programs that are able to target a specific constituency. In contrast, the national interest

and international development are best served by channeling a country’s aid funds through

one large, flagship aid agency, or through just a few multilateral organizations. This creates

a trade-off for national leaders who want to pass a foreign aid bill in the most straight-

forward way possible but who must convince an often diverse group of legislators that the

bill would favor their interests. When leaders are unable to convince legislators through

traditional means, such as party pressure, they may be forced to divert funding more thinly

to an increasing number of agencies to create side payments. As side payments increase,

and funding becomes more widely dispersed, the foreign aid budget becomes increasingly

fragmented, and aid’s effectiveness suffers as a result.

The role of legislators in determining aid budgets varies by country but can be quite

large. Scholars consistently find evidence of legislator influence via parties, noting that more

fractionalized legislatures have larger aid budgets (Round and Odedokun 2004, Ahmed et al.

2016, Dreher and Langlotz 2017, Wang and Jin 2013). However, donor states vary in the

power of rank-and-file legislators to demand aid outcomes. For example, Danish institutions

prevent legislators from crafting particularistic foreign policies, with one parliamentarian

noting “[w]e cannot take every individual project into consideration... Because then every

member of parliament would want to have his own project... this would not be proper,

sensible” (Lundsgaarde 2012, page 62). Because of this conscious effort, Denmark’s foreign

aid exhibits very little fragmentation. But other donors are not as successful at reining in

their legislators. What explains this variation?

2.3 Electoral Institutions and Particularism

One source of institutional variation that has long been linked to particularism in democ-

racies is the importance of personal reputation in elections. As Carey and Shugart (1995)

introduced, when voting rules promote intra-party competition for vote-share, they create

an incentive for politicians to single themselves out as individual candidates rather than
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supporting a larger party agenda. These rules encourage legislators to seek particularistic

benefits rather than supporting the national interest (Farrell and McAllister 2006, Ames

1995). Incentives for the personal vote make it necessary for particularism to “grease the

wheels” of policy-making, which decreases the efficiency of public spending (Hicken and

Simmons 2008), invites patronage in the domestic bureaucracy (Golden 2003), and distracts

political campaigns away from issues of national interest (Catalinac 2018).

This literature has also carried over into foreign policy. Nielson (2003) shows that personal

vote incentives lead to higher trade barriers, and Hankla (2006) shows the link between trade

barriers and other measures of party centralization.8

Surprisingly, no research to date has applied this theoretical framework to foreign aid.

This is despite the fact that many foreign aid agencies are unapologetically designed and

implemented as a direct form of export subsidy. In the United States alone, the Export-

Import Bank (EXIM) has “a mission of supporting American jobs by facilitating the export

of U.S. goods and services,”9 the Overseas Private Investment Corportation (OPIC) “is a

self-sustaining U.S. Government agency that helps American businesses invest in emerging

markets,”10 and the US Trade and Development Agency (USTDA) “helps companies create

U.S. jobs through the export of U.S. goods and services for priority development projects in

emerging economies.”11 These are just the agencies that claim to support trade, but many

other agencies that are ostensibly for development purposes have their own pro-commerce

offices. Much of the pro-foreign-aid rhetoric in the US and elsewhere highlights the role of

aid in promoting exports (OECD 2006). Therefore, findings about export subsidies should

easily carry over into export promotion instruments through foreign aid.

8Scholars have also noted other methods through with institutions affect parties and trade policy. Gross-
man and Helpman (2005) find that “protectionist bias” can result from majoritarian institutions, which
provide an incentive for legislators in single-member districts to demand protection for their concentrated
constituencies. Evans (2009), Rickard (2012), Park and Jensen (2007), and others have found support for
the impact of electoral rules and district size on various measures of trade protection, such as tariffs and
subsidies. Ehrlich (2007) also finds a connection between party strength and tariffs.

9https://www.exim.gov/about
10https://www.opic.gov/who-we-are/overview
11https://www.ustda.gov/about/mission
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Outline of Theoretical Mechanisms

Leader 
wants foreign aid

Legislators 
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Figure 2: Institutions shape campaign incentives, which in some cases necessitate vote-
buying. When legislators are incentivized to run party-centered campaigns, party leaders
are delegated enough power to unilaterally craft a unified foreign aid budget. However, when
legislators are incentivized to run personal- or candidate-centered campaigns, then leaders
must offer side payments to secure legislators’ support. One possible form of side payments
is directly tying aid. However, a less direct form of side payment is to indirectly support
special interests by funding domestic bureaucracies with ties to specific interest groups. This
leads to many small foreign aid budgets.

The theory is encapsulated in Figure 2. First, institutions shape legislators’ campaign

incentives, necessitating different coalition-building strategies in states with party- versus

candidate-centered campaigns. In states where legislators are incentivized to run personal-

or candidate-centered campaigns, leaders must offer more side payments to secure legislators’
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support. One possible form of side payments is directly tying aid to donor-government

products and services. Another, less direct, form of side payment is to support a legislator’s

preferred interests by funding domestic bureaucracies with ties to a specific interest group.

This strategy allows legislators and leaders plausible deniability (Ritchie 2018) but often

results in the same outcome as directly tying aid. Channeling aid funds to many non-

traditional aid agencies leads to many small, fragmented, foreign aid budgets. The theory

is agnostic about when and why leaders would choose one vote-buying tool over another. I

expect both outcomes (fragmentation and tied aid) to result from institutions that incentivize

the personal vote.

2.4 Hypotheses

Ideally, I could test this theory directly, by measuring the particularism that occurs in various

donor states and identifying when this process leads to bureaucracies receiving foreign aid

that would not otherwise. However, legislative side payments are often offered behind closed

doors and can be difficult for an outsider political scientist to outright measure. Instead, I

can measure the electoral institutions that are correlated with vote-buying practices. This

brings me to the primary hypothesis I will be testing in this paper.

Hypothesis 1: The more a donor state’s electoral institutions incentivize a personal
rather than a party vote, the more fragmented that state’s foreign aid budget will be.

This theory offers a few intermediate hypotheses that allow for additional tests of the

mechanisms. First, if it is true that distributive politics is playing out in foreign aid budgets,

then this should also be visible in more direct forms of side payments. Specifically, the

practice of tying aid should follow the same patterns as aid fragmentation. While the theory

is agnostic about when leaders will choose to tie versus fragment aid, it is clear that both

strategies should be present in states that incentivize personal over party voting.

Hypothesis 2: The more a donor state’s electoral institutions incentivize a personal
rather than a party vote, the greater the percentage of tied aid that state will provide.
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Finally, the mechanisms of this theory should play out at the agency level as well. I’ve

outlined anecdotal evidence that domestic agencies often have pre-existing ties to specific

domestic constituencies. These ties are the reason that legislators prefer some bureaucracies

over others. If this is true, then it is logical to conclude that non-traditional aid agencies

should be more likely to tie their aid than agencies that specialize in development. For

example, a donor’s agricultural ministry should be more likely to tie its food aid to purchases

of domestic agricultural products than the same country’s primary aid agency. This leads

me to the last hypothesis I will be testing.

Hypothesis 3: A donor country’s primary aid agency, will be less likely to tie aid to
domestic products and services than other, non-traditional, aid agencies.

Taken together, these three hypotheses suggest that legislative vote-buying plays a large

role in aid fragmentation. This is not because any individual legislators wants aid to be

fragmented. Rather, each legislator represents a slightly different set of interests, which

often have ties to existing domestic bureaucracies. These bureaucracies are willing and able

to spend aid funding in ways that benefit special interests, including tying aid to domestic

purchases in the donor state. While I cannot directly measure these bureaucracy ties, I

am able to indirectly test this theory using a combination of institutional and agency-level

hypotheses.

3 Data and Methods

The theory calls for two sets of statistical models on two separate units of analysis. The

dependent variable of greatest interest represents an annual measure of foreign aid fragmen-

tation within a donor state. The unit of observation is the country-year: aid fragmentation

varies for each country in the dataset for every year. The second hypothesis uses the same

source of variation but replaces the dependent variable with a measure of the percentage of

a country’s aid that is tied to goods and services from the donor economy. The independent

variables for these models include various state-level institutional and political variables. The
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third hypothesis requires a slightly different level of analysis: agency-year. The dependent

variable in these models is the percentage of aid funding that is tied for each agency in each

year. Independent variables include the same year- and state-level controls as the previous

models.

3.1 Dependent Variable: Foreign Aid Fragmentation

I define bureaucratic fragmentation as a relatively thin spread of financial resources among

independently reporting bureaucracies. This involves two components: the number of agen-

cies, and the spread of funding among those agencies. The existence of multiple aid agencies

alone does not in itself create fragmentation. It is possible for several agencies to carry out

foreign aid with a single large agency leading and coordinating the others.12 This would re-

duce some of the problems associated with fragmentation, as a lead agency has an incentive

to ensure aid effectiveness and policy cohesion. On the other hand, a relatively thin spread

of agency funding exacerbates collective action problems, limiting any agency’s incentive to

take the lead. The total number of agencies tends to be sticky: agency creation is a rare

event, and deciding which agency creation events are important can be subjective. On the

other hand, the spread of funding between agencies is a measurable phenomenon, which

varies on an annual basis. The quantitative analysis below will therefore focus on the spread

of funding, rather than simply the number of agencies involved.

I measure of the spread in budget share across donor-state bureaucracies by calculating

a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of the foreign aid spending for each country in each

year of the dataset. The HHI is a common measure of aid fragmentation in the economics

literature. It is calculated by summing the squared budget share of each bureaucracy; there-

fore, it is bounded by zero and one. In measuring fragmentation, a high HHI indicates that

one agency has a large share of the total budget, meaning the state has low fragmentation.

12This fits with research about foreign aid fragmentation among states, where a “lead donor” taking control
can counteract the collective action costs of having too many individual donors. See, for example, Steinwand
(2015) on the importance of lead donors for aid coordination and Lundsgaarde (2013) for an qualitative
comparative breakdown of the number and funding spread among aid agencies in OECD countries.
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In order to simplify interpretation, I subtract the HHI from one to determine the absence

of a market monopoly of foreign aid. This value—one minus the HHI—measures the overall

fragmentation of a donor state’s foreign aid budget in a given year.

My data come from a unique coding of the AidData project, which provides a rela-

tively comprehensive time-series cross-sectional dataset on foreign aid projects over the past

decades.13 AidData reports a financing agency for each aid project; however, there is some

noise in the agency data, which I reviewed to reconcile duplicates and maximize smoothness

over time. I limit the dataset to all democracies for the analyses below. In the Appendix, I

also restrict the analysis to a subsample of the data, with largely similar results.

Figure 3 displays the median bureaucratic fragmentation levels over time for all states in

the dataset. As is clear in the figure, fragmentation appears to be increasing over time. The

general time trend may be a partial reflection of geopolitical shifts, such as the end of the

Cold War, and global economic cycles. A full accounting of global foreign aid trends would

be interesting to examine but is not the purpose of the present work. A more interesting

phenomenon is the fact that foreign aid fragmentation trends are heterogeneous.

The second dependent variable, Percent Tied Aid, was also calculated using AidData.

This variable is a simple fraction of the total tied aid in a country’s budget in a given year,

divided by the total aid budget.14 I also used this measure, varying on the agency-year

level, for the dependent variable in the third hypothesis. Aggregate percentages of tied aid,

on both the country-year and agency-year level, vary from zero percent—the modal case,

in which no aid is tied—and (rarely) one-hundred percent. The mean for the country-year

variable is 17%, and the agency-year mean is slightly higher at 19%.

13For more on the AidData project, see Tierney et al. (2011).
14An alternative measure includes partially tied aid in the numerator. Substituting this measure does not

change the results.
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Figure 3: Median bureaucratic fragmentation of foreign aid, measured by subtracting the
HHI of a country’s annual aid budget from 1.

3.2 Independent and Control Variables

The independent variable of interest for the first two hypotheses is drawn from Johnson

and Wallack (2012). Most control variables come from the Database of Political Institutions

(DPI) 2015 dataset (Beck et al. 2001).

The literature suggests that certain institutions incentivize politicians to cultivate a per-

sonalist vote, leading to greater particularism. In turn, then, these institutions should lead

to greater temptation to fragment the foreign aid budget. Following work by Carey and
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Shugart (1995), I draw from Johnson and Wallack (2012) to determine the ballot and voting

rules for democratic aid donors. I use the variables that are considered most important in

reining in the personal vote: ballot control, access to vote lists, and vote pooling. Carey and

Shugart (1995) developed a 13-point ranking of the personal vote, “Personal,” which I use

as the major independent variable of interest.

Party power, and thus fragmentation, also vary over time within a country. A strong

majority should correspond to relatively greater agreement within the legislative branch.

The variable “Majority Vote-Share” considers the relative power of the majority party or

coalition. Similarly, “Majority Concentration” measures the party concentration of the ma-

jority coalition. The more concentrated it is, the easier it should be for party leaders to

control the legislators without resorting to vote-buying. The “Opposition Vote-Share” vari-

able represents the sum of the vote-shares of all members of the opposition party coalition

in a given legislature. “Polarization” is the maximum polarization between the executive

party and the four principle parties of the legislature. I also control for whether the year in

question is an election year, for either the executive or the legislature. Because foreign aid is

often party-specific, I created a variable, “Conservatism,” measuring whether the majority

party is conservative or not. Also, I control for “District Magnitude,” to ensure that these

results are not driven by the size of districts.

It is possible that wealthier states and states with greater overall foreign aid spending

create a larger bureaucracy in an attempt to better manage their many aid projects. I

therefore control for “GDP,” “GDP/capita,” and “Total Aid Budget” on an annual level.

Next, the relationship between the two branches of government in a division-of-powers system

may temper the effects of electoral institutions. It is therefore important to include a variable

that considers this variation. “Unified Government” measures the unity between branches.

It is coded as 1 if the executive and all legislative chambers are controlled by the same

party and 0 otherwise. Finally, unobserved differences and time trends require me to include

year-level fixed effects.
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The independent and control variables for the country-year models are summarized in

Table 1 below.

Table 1

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Personal Vote 470 5.798 3.718 1 11
Gov. Vote Share 470 36.630 9.566 11.100 55.540
Opp. Vote Share 470 29.849 9.710 10 55
Leg. Election Yr 470 0.296 0.457 0 1
Exec. Election Yr 470 0.043 0.202 0 1
Unified Gov. 470 0.172 0.378 0 1
Polarization 470 1.283 0.902 0 2
Conservatism 470 0.068 0.957 −1 1
District Magnitude 470 16.883 34.201 1.000 150.000
GDP (Billion USD) 470 970.687 1,868.252 6.295 13,095.400
GDP/capita (100,000 USD) 470 0.213 0.111 0.025 0.809
Total Aid (Billion USD) 470 2.394 4.423 0.00004 28.172

The third hypothesis requires a different set of independent variables. To test this hy-

pothesis, I hand-coded aspects of 191 financing agencies named in the 30 donor states in the

AidData dataset. Through a combination of online sources and consideration of the project

summaries, I determined the name and function of each agency, whether it had a regional

base in the donor state, and whether it was the primary aid delivery mechanism for the

donor state. I determined 19 agency types, with the most common being “Development”

(42 agencies), “Foreign Policy” (20), “DFI” (15), and “Economic” (12). Of the 191 agencies,

32 at some point served as the primary aid delivery vehicle for the donor country (some

donors changed primary agencies over time). Figure 4 shows the mean funding levels for the

six most common agency types, broken up between states with personal and party voting

incentives.

Of the nineteen agency types, two were loan-granting agencies (DFIs and Export Banks).

Because these agencies work through less direct mechanisms to tie aid, I exclude them from

the agency-year analysis. The results reported below constitute a few categorizations of
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Figure 4: Mean agency-year budget total for the six largest agency types, broken into states
with personal- and party-based electoral incentives.

the data. First, I split up the primary versus peripheral agencies to see whether it is true

that the primary aid agency is less likely to tie its aid. Later, I run a fixed-effects model to

evaluate which agencies are more or less likely to tie aid. Interestingly, 18 of the 191 agencies

in the dataset are regionally based—that is, they are the primary delivery tools of a specific

region or municipality of the donor country. For example, Belgium has separate aid agencies

for Flanders, Wallonia, and Brussels. I therefore run these analysis both with and without

regional agencies.15

15An additional implication of this figure is the starkly differing budget sizes for personal- and party-based
systems. This phenomenon is worth further consideration in future work.
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4 Empirical Findings

I test Hypotheses 1 and 2 using the country-year measures of aid fragmentation described

above. The first hypothesis considers fragmentation as the dependent variable. I determine

that both measures of fragmentation are indeed higher in states whose institutions incentivize

personal campaigns. Second, I use the percentage of tied aid as the dependent variable. My

test of Hypothesis 3 repeats the tied aid dependent variable but on an agency-year dataset.

4.1 Personal Campaigns, Fragmentation, and Aid Tying

A preliminary look at the raw data provides some insight on the possible connection be-

tween vote-buying and aid fragmentation. According to Figure 5, states with institutions

incentivizing a personal vote display consistently higher levels of fragmentation than states

with party-based voting institutions. Despite slightly differing time trends, the difference

between the two is relatively consistent.

Table 2 provides more systematic support for Hypotheses 1 and 2. When legislators are

tempted to advertise their own individual successes, rather than the successes of the party,

they are more likely to demand pet projects. These pet projects are translated into greater

fragmentation in the total aid budget.

In all models, the personal vote ranking is significantly and positively correlated with

increased aid fragmentation. A standard-deviation increase in personal vote rank (which

runs on a scale from 1 to 13) corresponds with a nearly a third of a standard-deviation

increase in fragmentation. This lends further credence to the idea that the processes leading

legislators to demand and receive particularistic benefits for themselves and their districts

also lead to fragmentation in a foreign aid bill.

Most of the control variables are not strongly correlated with fragmentation, with a few

notable exceptions. First, there is some evidence that a strong majority is able to overcome

legislative deadlock without vote-buying. Although the majority-coalition vote-share does
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Figure 5: Changes over time in mean bureaucratic fragmentation for states with institutional
incentives for personal versus party-based campaigning.

not appear to be strongly correlated with either measure, the concentration of the majority

coalition is strongly correlated. The more concentrated the majority coalition, the stronger

the leader, and the less vote-buying is necessary, in the form of both fragmentation and

tied aid. A large economy, in terms of GDP, is associated with greater fragmentation and

vote-buying.

Even more interesting are the ways that the substitute policy tools—the dependent vari-

ables—differ.16 Polarization appears to increase fragmentation but decrease the percentage

of aid being tied. When a leader is further removed from opposition, he or she is likely to

buy votes by directing funding to peripheral agencies, rather than directly tying aid. This

16The two dependent variables are weakly correlated with each other, with a correlation coefficient of
0.075(0.044) and an R-squared of 0.002.
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Table 2

Dependent variable:

Fragmentation Percent Aid Tied

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Personal Vote Index 0.023∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.004)

Maj. Vote-Share 0.003 0.004∗ 0.003 −0.0005
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Majority −0.201∗∗ −0.241∗∗∗ −0.226∗∗ −0.239∗∗∗

Concentration (0.081) (0.085) (0.095) (0.078)
Opp. Vote-Share −0.004∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗ 0.001 0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Election Year −0.036 −0.034 −0.002 0.017
(Leg) (0.024) (0.025) (0.028) (0.023)
Election Year 0.070 0.074 0.021 −0.014
(Exec.) (0.054) (0.057) (0.063) (0.052)
Dist. Size −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.001 −0.001∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Unified Gov. 0.133∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗ −0.127∗∗∗ −0.033

(0.035) (0.037) (0.041) (0.034)
Polarization 0.076∗∗∗ 0.073∗∗∗ −0.044∗∗ −0.033∗∗

(0.016) (0.017) (0.019) (0.015)
Conservatism 0.027∗∗ 0.029∗∗ −0.031∗∗ −0.050∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.013) (0.014) (0.012)
GDP 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00002)
GDP/capita −0.162 −0.320∗ −0.260∗ −0.225

(0.113) (0.164) (0.133) (0.150)
Total Aid Budget −0.003 −0.003 −0.045∗∗∗ −0.040∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.011) (0.009)
Year FE Y Y
Constant 0.138∗∗∗ 0.176∗∗ 0.101 0.155∗∗∗ 0.304∗∗∗ −0.128

(0.022) (0.083) (0.117) (0.023) (0.097) (0.107)

Observations 448 400 400 448 400 400
R2 0.110 0.353 0.370 0.012 0.140 0.491
Adjusted R2 0.108 0.331 0.300 0.010 0.111 0.435

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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could be a commitment mechanism: although the opposition does not trust the leader to

directly create policy that supports their interests, they do trust bureaucratic actors to do so.

Conservatism of the government coalition and the existence of Unified Government control

over all chambers are also associated with greater fragmentation but less direct aid tying.

These findings are interesting avenues for future research

4.2 Bureaucracy-Level Spending

Country-level variation can only show one level of the theoretical mechanisms. I now turn

to another level of analysis: the aid bureaucracies themselves. Hypothesis 3 predicted that

a country’s primary aid delivery channel will be less likely to tie aid than non-traditional

aid agencies. If true, this would go a long way toward explaining why channeling funds

to peripheral agencies is such a powerful coalition-building tool. Using my coding of aid

agencies, I identified 32 agencies that have served at some point as their country’s lead, or

primary aid delivery channel. Using the agency-year as the unit of analysis, I find evidence

for the hypothesis. Table 3 displays these results.

In all three models, when an agency serves as its state’s primary aid delivery channel, it

ties a lower proportion of its aid budget. Moving from a peripheral agency to the primary

aid agency decreases the proportion of tied aid by around 5%. This is true controlling for

time effects and for a variety of political and economic variables associated with aid tying

and used in the previous models. Future work should further consider the role of institutions

in moderating this relationship.

I also find interesting variation in the percentage of aid that is tied for various agency

types. Figure 6 shows this variation for a few types of agencies. The primary aid agency

tends to be the least tied, as expected. Economic and finance agencies, such as treasury and

finance ministries, tend to tie aid the most. Various domestic agencies, including agencies

that focus on science and education and agriculture, are also more likely to tie their aid.

Overall, the empirics support the theory that aid fragmentation is a result of domes-
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Figure 6: Mean percentage of foreign aid across countries that is tied to product or services
within the donor country. Agencies differ significantly in how much they tie aid expenditures.
Error bars represent standard errors.

tic bargaining over foreign aid. Domestic-level variation in foreign aid use suggests that

legislators find it more difficult to use the state’s primary aid delivery channel to deliver

particularistic goods to their constituents. Rather, they prefer agencies that are not tra-

ditionally associated with foreign aid, and which often have pre-existing ties to domestic

interest groups.

5 Concluding Remarks

Foreign aid fragmentation is an unintended byproduct of many democracies’ policymaking

processes. Electoral institutions play a large role in how foreign policy is made, by shaping

the incentives of the rank-and-file legislators creating these policies. In turn, these incentives

shape the use of the bureaucracy, which can in itself be a powerful player in foreign aid.

This theory should be generalizable to other policy domains. For example, similar to
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foreign aid, domestic welfare policy is often unpopular and a difficult “sell” to many con-

stituencies. Given the theory, then, it is unsurprising that social welfare funding is often

criticized for being mired in bureaucracy. Even conservative economists have called for sim-

ple social welfare programs, such as Milton Friedman’s proposed “negative income tax,”17

which would simplify the welfare bureaucracy and maximize efficiency. However, like calls

for simplification in foreign aid, these calls often fall on deaf ears. Future research should be

able to test whether this theory applies to welfare and other types of policies that provide dis-

tributive side payments as afterthoughts. It is possible that more of the federal bureaucracy

than expected has fallen victim to legislative vote-buying.

This work is also relevant to other realms of international relations. The importance

of institutions in foreign policy should come as no surprise to those who study domestic

institutions and war. There is a large and growing literature linking certain domestic insti-

tutions and the probability of attacking or being the target of attack. However, the domestic

implications of foreign policy tools that are often used as substitutes for or complements to

war, such as foreign aid, are often neglected. Do institutions make some states more capable

of substituting aid for violence than other states? This is especially concerning given the

normative importance of using diplomatic tools to prevent costly conflicts. An inefficient

peaceful foreign policy may make military options seem that much more enticing. A bet-

ter understanding of the way institutions can shape foreign policy beyond the battlefield is

necessary in order to ensure that peaceful means are better used in the future.

17(https://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/23/business/23scene.html)
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6 Appendix

Country Lists

Countries in most limited dataset (consistent reporters):

• Australia

• Belgium

• Canada

• Switzerland

• FRG/Germany

• Denmark

• Finland

• France

• UK

• Japan

• Netherlands

• Norway

• Sweden

• USA
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Countries in more open dataset (all democratic aid donors):

• Austria

• Australia

• Belgium

• Brazil

• Canada

• Switzerland

• Chile

• Colombia

• Cyprus

• Czech Rep.

• FRG/Germany

• Denmark

• Spain

• Finland

• France

• UK

• Greece

• Hungary

• Ireland

• India

• Iceland

• Italy

• Japan

• Korea

• Lithuania

• Luxembourg
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• Latvia

• Nigeria

• Netherlands

• Norway

• New Zealand

• Poland

• Portugal

• Romania

• Sweden

• Slovenia

• Slovakia

• USA

• South Africa

Agency Lists
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Chapters/Crossnational/agencieslist.pdf

Agriculture Australia
Agriculture Austria Ministry	for	Agriculture;	Forestry;	Environment	and	Water	Management
Agriculture Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Agriculture
Agriculture France Ministry	of	Agriculture
Agriculture Greece Ministry	of	Agriculture
Agriculture Greece Ministry	of	Agriculture
Agriculture Ireland Department	of	Agriculture;	Food	and	the	Marine
Agriculture Italy Agricultural	Dispensing	Agency
Agriculture Japan Ministry	of	Agriculture;	Forestry	and	Fisheries
Agriculture Spain Ministry	of	Agriculture;	Fisheries;	and	Food
Agriculture United	Kingdom Department	for	Environment	Food	and	Rural	Affairs
Agriculture United	States Department	of	Agriculture
Defense Austria Ministry	of	Defense	and	Sports
Defense Canada Department	of	National	Defence
Defense Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Defence
Defense Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Defence
Defense France
Defense France Ministère	de	l'Équipement
Defense Greece Ministry	of	Citizen	Protection
Defense Greece Ministry	of	National	Defence
Defense Greece Ministry	of	Merchant	Marine
Defense Greece Ministry	of	National	Defence
Defense Slovenia Ministry	of	Defence
Defense Spain Ministry	of	Defense
Defense Switzerland Federal	Department	for	Defence;	Civil	Protection	and	Sports
Defense United	Kingdom Ministry	of	Defence
Defense United	States Department	of	Defense
DevelopmentAustralia Australian	Aid
DevelopmentAustralia Australian	Aid
DevelopmentAustria Austrian	Development	Agency
DevelopmentAustria Federal	Government	of	Austria
DevelopmentBelgium Administration	Generale	de	la	Cooperation	au	Developpement
DevelopmentBelgium Directorate	General	for	Co-operation	and	Development
DevelopmentCanada Canadian	International	Development	Agency
DevelopmentCanada International	Development	Research	Centre
DevelopmentCyprus
DevelopmentCzech	Republic Czech	Development	Agency
DevelopmentDenmark Danish	International	Development	Agency
DevelopmentEstonia Development	Cooperation	of	the	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
DevelopmentEstonia Estonian	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
DevelopmentFinland Finnish	Government
DevelopmentFinland Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
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DevelopmentFrance French	Development	Agency
DevelopmentFrance Government
DevelopmentGermany Bundesministerium	für	Wirtschaftliche	Zusammenarbeit	und	Entwicklung
DevelopmentGermany Deutscher	Entwicklungsdienst
DevelopmentGermany Gesellschaft	für	Technische	Zusammenarbeit
DevelopmentHungary Ministry		of	International	Development
DevelopmentHungary Ministry		of	International	Development
DevelopmentHungary Ministry		of	International	Development
DevelopmentHungary Ministry		of	International	Development
DevelopmentIceland Icelandic	International	Development	Agency
DevelopmentItaly Central	administration
DevelopmentItaly Directorate	General	for	Development	Cooperation
DevelopmentJapan
DevelopmentJapan Japanese	International	Co-operation	Agency
DevelopmentJapan Japan	Overseas	Development	Co-operation
DevelopmentKorea Korea	International	Cooperation	Agency
DevelopmentKorea Korea	International	Cooperation	Agency
DevelopmentLuxembourg Lux-Development
DevelopmentNew	Zealand New	Zealand	International	Aid	and	Development	Agency
DevelopmentNorway Norec
DevelopmentNorway Norwegian	Agency	for	Development	Co-operation
DevelopmentNorway Norwegian	Agency	for	Development	Co-operation
DevelopmentNorway Norwegian	Agency	for	Development	Co-operation
DevelopmentPoland
DevelopmentPortugal Portuguese	Government
DevelopmentPortugal Indicative	Cooperation	Programme
DevelopmentPortugal Portuguese	Institute	for	Development	Support
DevelopmentRomania Development	Assistance	Unit
DevelopmentSlovak	Republic Slovak	Agency	for	International	Development	Cooperation	
DevelopmentSouth	Africa African	Renaissance	and	International	Co-Operation	Fund		
DevelopmentSpain Spanish	Agency	for	International	Development	Co-operation
DevelopmentSweden Agency	for	International	Technical	and	Economic	Cooperation
DevelopmentSweden Swedish	International	Development	Authority
DevelopmentSweden Swedish	International	Development	Authority
DevelopmentSweden Swedish	International	Development	Authority
DevelopmentSwitzerland DCT	
DevelopmentSwitzerland Swiss	Agency	for	Development	and	Co-operation
DevelopmentTaiwan International	Cooperation	and	Devlopment	Fund
DevelopmentUnited	Kingdom Department	for	International	Development
DevelopmentUnited	Kingdom Ministry	of	Overseas	Development
DevelopmentUnited	States African	Development	Foundation
DevelopmentUnited	States Agency	for	International	Development
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DevelopmentUnited	States DST
DevelopmentUnited	States Inter-American	Development	Foundation
DevelopmentUnited	States Millennium	Challenge	Corporation
DevelopmentUnited	States Peace	Corps
DFI Austria Austrian	Development	Bank
DFI Belgium Belgian	Investment	Company	for	Developing	Countries
DFI Czech	Republic Czech	National	Bank
DFI Finland FinnFund
DFI Germany German	Investment	and	Development	Company
DFI Germany Euler	Hermes	Kreditversicherungs-AG
DFI Germany Euler	Hermes	Kreditversicherungs-AG
DFI Germany Kreditanstalt	für	Wiederaufbau
DFI Germany Kreditanstalt	für	Wiederaufbau
DFI Italy Mediocredito	Centrale
DFI Japan Japan	Bank	for	International	Cooperation
DFI Japan Overseas	Economic	Cooperation	Fund
DFI Netherlands NLD	Gov.	through	NLD	Inv	Bank	for	Developing	Countries
DFI Netherlands NLD	Gov.	through	NLD	Inv	Bank	for	Developing	Countries
DFI Netherlands NLD	Gov.	through	NLD	Inv	Bank	for	Developing	Countries
DFI Netherlands NLD	Gov.	through	NLD	Inv	Bank	for	Developing	Countries
DFI Norway Norfund
DFI Portugal Society	for	Development	Financing	
DFI Spain Instituto	de	Credito	Oficial
DFI Sweden SwedFund	
DFI United	Kingdom CDC	Capital	Partners	PLC
DFI United	States Overseas	Private	Investment	Corporation
DFI United	States Overseas	Private	Investment	Corporation
Domestic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Culture
Domestic Austria Ministry	for	Education;	Arts	and	Culture
Domestic Austria Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic Canada Royal	Canadian	Mounted	Police	of	Canada
Domestic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Education;	Youth;	Sports
Domestic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Industry	and	Trade
Domestic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	the	Interior
Domestic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Industry	and	Trade
Domestic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	the	Interior
Domestic Czech	Republic Police
Domestic France Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic France Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic France
Domestic France Postes;	télégraphes	et	téléphones
Domestic Greece Ministry	of	Employment	and	Social	Security
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Domestic Greece Ministry	of	the	Interior;	Public	Administration	and	Decentralisation
Domestic Greece Ministry	of	Infrastructure;	Transport	and	Networks
Domestic Greece Ministry	of	the	Interior;	Public	Administration	and	Decentralisation
Domestic Norway Office	of	the	Auditor	General
Domestic Poland Ministry	of	Culture	and	National	HeritAgriculturee
Domestic Slovenia Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic Slovenia Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic Slovenia Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic Slovenia Ministry	of	Transport	
Domestic Spain Ministry	of	Interior
Domestic Spain Ministry	of	Public	Administration
Domestic Spain Ministry	of	Public	Works
Domestic United	Kingdom Department	for	Culture;	Media	and	Sports
Domestic United	Kingdom Home	Office
Domestic United	States Department	of	Homeland	Security
Domestic United	States Department	of	Transportation
Domestic United	States Department	of	the	Interior
Domestic United	States Department	of	Justice
Economic Austria
Economic Belgium Official	Federal	Service	of	Finance
Economic Canada Department	of	Finance	Canada
Economic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Finance
Economic Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Finance
Economic France
Economic France Ministry	of	Economy;	Finance	and	Industry
Economic France TRESOR	
Economic Germany Federal	Ministry	of	Finance
Economic Germany
Economic Greece Ministry	of	Development;	Competitiveness;	and	Shipping
Economic Greece Ministry	of	Finance
Economic Greece Ministry	of	National	Economy
Economic Japan Public	Corporations
Economic Korea Ministry	of	Strategy	and	Finance
Economic Slovak	Republic Ministry	of	Finance	
Economic Slovenia Ministry	of	Finance
Economic Slovenia Ministry	of	Finance
Economic Spain Ministry	of	Economy	and	Competitiveness
Economic Switzerland State	Secretariat	for	Economic	Affairs
Economic Switzerland State	Secretariat	for	Economic	Affairs
Economic United	Kingdom Department	for	Business;	Innovation	and	Skills
Economic United	States Department	of	Commerce
Economic United	States Department	of	Treasury
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Economic United	States Federal	Trade	Commission
Energy Czech	Republic State	Office	for	Nuclear	Saftey
Energy Czech	Republic State	Office	for	Nuclear	Safety
Energy Spain Ministry	of	Industry	and	Energy
Energy United	States Department	of	Energy
Energy United	States Department	of	Energy
Environment Canada Parks	Canada
Environment Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Environment
Environment Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Environment
Environment Germany Federal	Min.	for	the	Env.;	Nature	Conservation;	Building	and	Nuclear	Safety
Environment Greece Ministry	of	the	Environment
Environment Greece Ministry	of	the	Environment
Environment Japan Overseas	Fishery	Co-operation	Foundation
Environment Slovenia Ministry	of	the	Environment	and	Spatial	Planning	
Environment Spain Ministry	of	the	Environment	and	Rural	and	Marine	Environs
Environment Spain Ministry	of	the	Environment	and	Rural	and	Marine	Environs
Environment Switzerland Swiss	Agency	for	the	Environment;	Forests	and	Landscape
Environment United	Kingdom Department	of	Energy	and	Climate	Change
Environment United	States Environmental	Protection	Agency
ExportBank Austria Oesterreichische	Kontrollbank	AG
ExportBank Belgium Ducroire	National	Office
ExportBank Canada Export	Development	Canada
ExportBank Italy Artigiancassa
ExportBank Italy Italian	Export	Credit	Agency
ExportBank Japan Japan	Export-Import	Bank
ExportBank Japan Japan	Export-Import	Bank
ExportBank Japan Nippon	Export	and	Investment	Insurance
ExportBank Korea Export-Import	Bank	of	Korea
ExportBank Sweden Swedish	Export	Credits	Guarantee	Board
ExportBank United	Kingdom Export	Credit	Guarantee	Department
ExportBank United	States Export	Import	Bank
ExportBank United	States Trade	and	Development	Agency
Foreign Austria Bundesministerium	für	Europa;	Integration	und	Äußeres
Foreign Austria Bundesministerium	für	Europa;	Integration	und	Äußeres
Foreign Belgium Other	Official	Federal	Services
Foreign Belgium Official	Federal	Service	of	Foreign	Affaires	(excl.	DGCD)
Foreign Canada
Foreign Canada Foreign	Affairs	and	International	Trade	Canada
Foreign Canada Department	of	Foreign	Affairs;	Trade	and	Development
Foreign Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Denmark Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
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Foreign France Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign France Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign France Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign France Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign France Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Germany Foreign	Office
Foreign Germany Foreign	Office
Foreign Greece Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Greece Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Greece Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Hungary Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	and	Trade
Foreign Iceland Iceland	Crisis	Response	Unit
Foreign Iceland Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Ireland Department	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Japan Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Korea Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	and	Trade
Foreign Latvia Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Lithuania Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Luxembourg Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Netherlands Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	(DGIS)
Foreign New	Zealand Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	and	Trade
Foreign Norway Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Poland Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Portugal Camões-Institute	for	Cooperation	and	Language
Foreign Slovak	Republic Bratislava-Belgrade	Fund	
Foreign Slovak	Republic Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Slovak	Republic Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Slovenia Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Slovenia Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
Foreign Spain Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	and	Co-operation
Foreign Sweden Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Switzerland Federal	Department	of	Foreign	Affairs
Foreign Switzerland Federal	Office	for	Migration
Foreign Taiwan Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs;	Republic	of	China	(Taiwan)	
Foreign United	Kingdom Foreign	and	Commonwealth	Office
Foreign United	States State	Department
Foreign United	States US	Information	Agency
Health Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Health
Health Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Health
Health France Ministère	des	Solidarités	et	de	la	Santé
Health Greece Ministry	of	Health
Health Greece Ministry	of	Health
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Health Spain Ministry	of	Health
Health United	States Department	of	Health	and	Human	Services
Labor Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Labour	and	Social	Affairs
Labor Czech	Republic Ministry	of	Labour	and	Social	Affairs
Labor France Ministère	du	Travail
Labor Spain Ministry	of	Labour	and	Social	Affairs
Labor United	States Department	of	Labor
Regional Austria Provincial	governments;	local	communities
Regional Belgium provinces/municipalities
Regional Belgium Brussels	Official	Regional	Ministries
Regional Belgium Flanders	Official	Regional	Ministries
Regional Belgium German	speaking	Official	Regional	Ministries
Regional Belgium Walloon	Official	Regional	Ministries
Regional Canada Provincial	Governments	and	municipalities
Regional Czech	Republic
Regional Germany Foundations/Societies/Misc.	(non	federal)
Regional Germany Federal	States	and	Local	Governments
Regional Hungary Democratic	Coalition
Regional Italy Local	administration
Regional Japan Ordinance-designed	Cities
Regional Japan Prefectures
Regional Portugal Municipalities
Regional Slovenia Government	Office	for	Local	Self-Government	and	Regional	Policy	
Regional Spain Autonomous	Governments
Regional Spain Municipalities
Regional Switzerland Municipalities
Regional United	Kingdom Scottish	Government
Regional United	Kingdom Welsh	Assembly	Government
Science/EducationAustria Education	and	Science	Ministry
Science/EducationAustria Ministry	for	Science;	Research	and	Economy
Science/EducationCanada Fisheries	and	Oceans	Canada
Science/EducationCzech	Republic Ministry	of	Education;	Youth	and	Sport	of	the	Czech	Republic
Science/EducationCzech	Republic
Science/EducationDenmark Danish	National	Research	Foundation
Science/EducationFrance Ministry	of	Education;	Higher	education	and	Research
Science/EducationFrance Office	de	Radiodiffusion	Télévision	Française
Science/EducationFrance
Science/EducationGreece Ministry	of	National	Education	and	Religious	Affairs
Science/EducationGreece Ministry	of	National	Education	and	Religious	Affairs
Science/EducationItaly MGI
Science/EducationPoland Ministry	of	National	Education
Science/EducationPoland Ministry	of	Science	and	Higher	Education
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Science/EducationSlovak	Republic Ministry	of	Education;	Science;	Research	and	Sport	
Science/EducationSlovenia Ministry	of	Higher	Education;	Science	and	Technology	
Science/EducationSpain Ministry	of	Education;	Culture	and	Sports
Science/EducationSpain Ministry	of	Science	and	Technology
Science/EducationSpain Public	Universities
Science/EducationSweden Department	for	Research	Cooperation
Science/EducationSwitzerland State	Secretariat	for	Education	and	Research



Alternative Measure of Fragmentation

Two types of foreign aid fragmentation should be relevant to the theory outlined above.
I therefore conducted two sets of statistical tests on two dependent variables. The first
variable is organizational fragmentation, or the spread of financial resources among inde-
pendently reporting bureaucracies within a donor state. This measures the degree to which
certain parties are able to demand foreign aid through a specific agency for funding source.
The second measure of fragmentation is recipient fragmentation, or the spread of foreign
aid funds among recipient countries. OECD guidelines suggest that donors specialize their
aid programs through a few select recipients, in order to maximize bilateral relationships.
However, many states spread their funding over many recipients. Once again, a measure of
this spread corresponds to the ability of individual interests to demand that their favorite
country receive foreign aid funding, to the detriment of foreign aid policy as a whole. The
derivation of these measures is described in greater detail below.

I operationalize fragmentation among recipients in a similar way to bureaucratic frag-
mentation. Using an HHI and AidData, I measure the spread of a donor state’s funding
over recipient states. Ideally, a donor would concentrate much of its funding over a few
major recipients. However, this is rarely the case. States vary in their funding spread, just
as they do in their organizational fragmentation. Figure 7 compares the mean organization
and between-recipient fragmentation for all democracies in the dataset. The two measures
are correlated to some extent, with a few countries (such as Iceland and Colombia) being
very low in both measures, and others (such as France and the United States) relatively
high. However, there is some variation in the two measures. They are positively correlated
with an R-squared of 0.12. Outliers such as Ireland and New Zealand are interesting cases
to consider in future research.
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Figure 7

Tobit for Limited Dataset Herfindahl DV (Horse Race)

Tobit for All Democracies Dataset Herfindahl DV (Horse Race)

Horse Race Models Using Sample of All Democracies

AidData’s reporting depends upon the quality of information represented by donor states
themselves, and it is unlikely that all states have equal data quality. This can be problem-
atic if there is some reason to believe that some types of states have more detailed reporting
standards than other types of states. Such a scenario could result in more granular report-
ing by some states than others, resulting in the mistaken impression that states are more
fragmented when in fact they are simply more diligent. In order to partially account for this
potential problem, I limited the data to a subset of states that should be relatively diligent
data reporters. To do so, I selected only the states that reported data for all of the 39 years
that AidData provides, 1975-2013.18 This limits the sample to fourteen countries but allows
me to better ensure that data reporting was consistent among the states sampled.

18See the Appendix for a list of the included states. In a separate analysis, I also included all countries
in AidData. The main results hold in both samples. No samples included non-democratic donor states, but
future work should develop theories for aid fragmentation in authoritarian states.
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Table 3

Dependent variable:

Percent Tied

(1) (2) (3)

Primary Aid Agency −0.069∗∗∗ −0.052∗∗ −0.044∗∗

(0.016) (0.025) (0.021)

Personal Vote 0.002 0.007∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)
Fragmentation −0.065 −0.012

(0.052) (0.046)
Regional Agency −0.063 −0.026

(0.060) (0.052)
Gov. Vote-Share 0.003 −0.004∗

(0.002) (0.002)
Opp. Vote-Share −0.002 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
Gov. Concentration −0.113 −0.059

(0.086) (0.077)
Election Year (Leg.) 0.034 0.045∗∗

(0.026) (0.023)
Election Year (Exec.) 0.001 −0.008

(0.052) (0.047)
Dist. Magnitude −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗

(0.0005) (0.0004)
Unified Control −0.023 0.088∗∗∗

(0.035) (0.032)
Polarization 0.026 0.031∗∗

(0.018) (0.016)
Conservatism −0.009 −0.051∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.012)
GDP 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00001)
GDP/capita −0.370∗∗∗ −0.333∗∗

(0.135) (0.169)
Total Aid Budget −0.033∗∗∗ −0.034∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007)
Year FE Y
Constant 0.226∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗ −0.038

(0.009) (0.089) (0.119)

Observations 2,038 995 995
R2 0.009 0.063 0.332
Adjusted R2 0.009 0.047 0.302

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept):1 1.05 0.15 6.92 0.00
(Intercept):2 -1.45 0.04 -39.53 0.00

pres -0.11 0.08 -1.34 0.18
pr -0.25 0.04 -6.59 0.00

govvote -0.01 0.00 -3.22 0.00
oppvote -0.01 0.00 -7.12 0.00
allhouse -0.14 0.04 -3.42 0.00

gdp 0.00 0.00 0.72 0.47
pcap 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.72

total.aid 0.00 0.00 3.89 0.00
Year FE 0.02 0.10 0.21 0.83

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept):1 0.65 0.16 4.00 0.00
(Intercept):2 -1.17 0.03 -36.67 0.00

pres -0.37 0.06 -6.51 0.00
pr -0.08 0.04 -2.06 0.04

govvote -0.00 0.00 -2.02 0.04
oppvote -0.01 0.00 -3.79 0.00
allhouse -0.02 0.04 -0.46 0.64

gdp 0.00 0.00 4.34 0.00
pcap -0.00 0.00 -2.51 0.01

total.aid 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.35
Year FE -0.06 0.14 -0.42 0.67
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Table 4

Dependent variable:

frag

(1) (2) (3)

pres −0.023 −0.189∗∗∗ −0.214∗∗∗

(0.035) (0.037) (0.038)

pluralty 0.168∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.096∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

govvote −0.002 −0.002∗ −0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

oppvote −0.002∗ −0.003∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

allhouse −0.0003 −0.007 −0.027
(0.027) (0.024) (0.025)

gdp 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000)

pcap 0.00000 −0.00000∗

(0.00000) (0.00000)

total.aid 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)

Year FE Y

Constant 0.361∗∗∗ 0.423∗∗∗ 0.391∗∗∗

(0.101) (0.094) (0.120)

Observations 788 786 786
R2 0.093 0.248 0.288
Adjusted R2 0.087 0.240 0.244
Residual Std. Error 0.266 (df = 782) 0.242 (df = 777) 0.242 (df = 739)
F Statistic 16.008∗∗∗ (df = 5; 782) 32.048∗∗∗ (df = 8; 777) 6.502∗∗∗ (df = 46; 739)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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